CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDER (CSP) PROGRAM
FOR NONPROFITS & CHARITIES
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Cloud Service Provider (CSP) Program for Nonprofits
In today’s world, donors, employees and beneficiaries of nonprofit organizations are requiring
nonprofits to provide a similar technology experience to the one that the public or private sector is
offering. ProServeIT can assist your nonprofit to upgrade to a Cloud-based IT environment, by helping
you determine which Microsoft Cloud license is the best fit and implement that technology for you.

Microsoft Cloud Solutions and Pricing
Microsoft offers nonprofit pricing for many Microsoft Cloud solutions:
Microsoft Cloud Solution

Price
(CAD/user/month)

Microsoft Cloud Solution

Price
(CAD/user/month)

Office 365 Enterprise E1

Free

Advanced Threat
Protection

$0.73

Office 365 Enterprise E3

$5.70

Microsoft 365 Business

$6.10

Office 365 Enterprise E5

$19.00

Microsoft 365 E3

$10.10
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ProServeIT can work with you to:
Help you determine if your
organization qualifies as a
nonprofit (according to
Microsoft standards).
Assist with your migration to
the new Cloud technology
you've chosen.

Determine which license
would be the best fit for your
organization to implement.

Assess your current IT
environment to determine the
best migration strategy.

Provide suggestions on how to
get the most out of your new
investment.

Provide post-migration
support to ensure that your
end users are comfortable with
the new tools.

CSP Program Benefits
The latest cloud
technology will
help you stay
ahead of the
curve.

Easier and more
cost-efficient
options for your
nonprofit
organization.

Better collaboration
and support
capabilities for your
remote workers.

Easier to scale
up or down, as
needed.

Ability to make a
greater impact in
the causes that
are near and dear
to your heart.
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Why Work with ProServeIT?
ProServeIT is a Microsoft Gold Partner and a certified Cloud Service Provider (CSP), with expertise in
assisting nonprofit organizations in selecting which licenses make the most sense for them, as well as
supporting the implementation of Cloud technology. Using a certified CSP, you can be sure that your
organization will not face potential data loss or downtime risks that often come with adopting new
technology. Ensuring a smooth migration is what ProServeIT does best.

ProServeIT Key Differentiators

Our enhanced 'skip-the-queue’
support model enables nonprofit
organizations to leverage our
Microsoft Advanced Support team,
with access into Microsoft
engineering.

Flexible billing options, including no
more Microsoft credit checks to add
new licenses (which many nonprofit
organizations run into) and the ability
to receive an invoice (versus on a
personal credit card).

A dedicated licensing specialist to
help nonprofits navigate what can
be an administrative headache
around licensing.

A liaison into the Philanthropies and
Tech for Social Impact teams at
Microsoft to ensure you have a voice
at Microsoft.
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